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French Director Robin Campillo has released his new film "120 Battements Par Minute" (120 Beats per
Minute), which is inspired by real events in 1990s Paris. May 5, 2017 . 120 battements par minute, le film
de Robin Campillo. Auteur de "120 battements par minute", Robin Campillo a remporté de nombreux prix
à Cannes, Tokyo et Washington D.C. plus tard dans l'année, ce qui lui ouvre toute une nouvelle porte de
sortie. Auteur de "120 battements par minute" (120 Beats per Minute) a dévoilé un trailer. The Story:
Two young men in an activist group fall in love at the height of the AIDS epidemic. The Lowdown: A
thoughtful and sensitive film that . Two men in the throes of the civil rights movement and dying of AIDS,
contend with their limited world and the consequences of their activism in this powerful new film from
French director Robin Campillo. Can they bridge the divide between their need for each other and their
need to live? "120 BPM" (120 Beats per Minute): Talky Hero Under Siege in French AIDS Film. [Thalès]
Quarto. Robin Campillo’s “120 BPM” is a sports biopic but one with a breathless atmosphere and a low-
key plot. Filled with colors, rich textures and a fascinating cast, “120 BPM” is a debut film. “120 BPM”
has the feel of a classic French film, where the beautiful people of the golden era of cinema - Truffaut,
Kléber, Delannoy, Herzog - are the ones who run the movies. Robin Campillo's 120 BPM is a coming of
age drama about the AIDS crisis in France. Robin Campillo's "120 BPM" is a drama about the coming of
age of a relationship in the throes of an epidemic. The film is set in Paris during the time of the AIDS
epidemic in the early 1990s. It tells the story of two gay men who are activists of the ACT UP group. The
two men, who are HIV positive, have to struggle between their love for each other and to convince
themselves to survive. Robin Campillo's 120 BPM has a great atmosphere, something rare in French
cinema. It is a movie about passion, struggle, promises
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